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Abstract

In this work, we tackle the problem of the001
detection of translated texts from different002
angles. On top of addressing the classic task of003
machine translation detection, we investigate004
and find the presence of common patterns005
across different machine translation systems006
as well as different source languages. Then,007
we show that it is possible to identify the008
translation systems used to produce a translated009
text (F1-score 88.5%) as well as the source010
language of the original text (F1-score 79%).011
We assess our tasks using Books, a new dataset012
we built from scratch based on excerpts of013
novels and the well-known Europarl dataset.014

1 Introduction015

Today, commercial machine translation systems016

(MTS) are used worldwide by hundreds of017

thousands of people for personal or working018

purposes. They help bridge the gap in language019

barriers, especially on the Web, by facilitating020

communication between people. However, bad021

actors also use these systems to massively target022

potential victims of email-phishing (Parmar and023

Jahankhani, 2021) or fake reviews of products to024

trick recommendation systems (Juuti et al., 2018).025

Thus, machine translation detectors are actively026

used to infer spam emails or to detect poor quality027

web pages (Google, Dec. 2021).028

In this work we put automatic translated texts029

under the lens. We study the impact of the030

MTSs and the source language on the Machine031

Translation Detection (MTD) task leveraging032

Books, a novel dataset built from excerpt novels033

that we plan to release publicly. (Anonymized).034

We find that MTSs have common patterns that035

can be learned using a single MTS. Similarly we036

discovered that the source language of the text does037

not significantly impact MTD performances.038

We then investigate the possibility of identifying039

the MTS used to produce the translation and its040

source language. To explore these points, we 041

introduce, to the best of our knowledge, two 042

new tasks: Machine Translation Identification 043

(MTI) and Source Language Identification (SLI). 044

For the first task, MTI, we built a classifier 045

that shows promising results, with an average 046

F1-score of 88.5%. In the second task, SLI, 047

we propose a stacked classifier able to identify 048

the source language with an F1-score of over 049

79%. We also believe that this task could be 050

helpful in forensic analysis, where malicious actors 051

attempt to obfuscate their writing style using 052

MTSs (Kacmarcik and Gamon, 2006; Mahmood 053

et al., 2019). 054

2 Dataset 055

To assess our experiments under different settings 056

and topic domains, we perform our study using two 057

datasets: one extracted from novels and the other 058

based on speech transcriptions. 059

The first dataset we use is Books, a novel dataset 060

we introduce. To build Books, we collect 100 061

books originally written in 4 different languages 062

by 100 different established writers of the XX 063

century. In particular, we select 25 books for 064

each of the following source languages: Italian, 065

French, Spanish, and German. The selected 066

books belong to several different domains and 067

authors. Thus they have very different writing 068

styles. From each book, we select an excerpt 069

of approximately 10,000 characters (on average 070

1642.67 words per novel) and their corresponding 071

translation from the English edition. Finally, 072

we produce 3 more English translations for each 073

original excerpt using the APIs of 3 state-of-the-art 074

commercial Machine Translation Systems: Google 075

Translate(GT), Microsoft Translation(MT), and 076

DeepL(DL). At the end of the process the Books 077

dataset is made of 400 different samples. 078

The second dataset we use for our experiments 079

is Europarl (Koehn, 2005). It is a parallel corpus 080
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extracted from the proceedings of the European081

Parliament containing speech transcripts of082

European parliamentarians and the corresponding083

professional translations into each of the 20084

European languages. The texts on this085

dataset include many speech-distinctive elements086

such as hesitations, broken sentences, and087

repetition (Bizzoni et al., 2020). Consistently with088

Books, we obtain 100 seed samples by extracting089

from Europarl 25 samples for each of the 4090

languages we consider. Every sample is made using091

transcripts of speakers of the same source language092

and contains about 10,000 characters (on average093

1512.81 words per sample). We pre-process the094

dataset using the tools provided by Moses (Koehn095

et al., 2007). Then, we collect the parallel English096

translation of each seed sample. Finally, we097

translate each seed sample using the selected MTSs.098

Final datasets contain 400 (100 human-translated099

and 300 machine-translated) English samples.100

3 Experimental Settings101

For all the experiments, we use 60% of the dataset102

as train and 40% as test. We use Python Scikit-103

learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) to implement all the104

models and the feature selection techniques. We105

use default parameters unless specified.106

Feature Description. Tab. 3 shows the features107

we use for our tasks. Words avg is the average108

number of words for each sentence of the text,109

while Adjectives avg is the average number of110

adjectives for each text. We use the notation Char-111

gram (i-k) (resp. Word-gram (i-k)) to indicate112

all the char n-gram (resp. word n-gram) with113

n ∈ {i, . . . , k}. Dist Char-gram (i-k) are char-114

grams computed over the distortion text —text115

where ascii characters are replaced with a special116

character (Stamatatos, 2017). POS Word-gram(i-117

k) are word-grams computed over Part of Speech118

(POS) tagged text. Finally, the Type Token Ratio119

(TTR) is the ratio between the number of unique120

words and the total number of words for a given121

text. We use the Bag of Words to weight the char-122

gram and word-gram, while we use Tf-Idf to weight123

distortion text.124

4 Machine Translation Detection125

The Machine Translation Detection (MTD) task126

aims to automatically detect whether a text has127

been translated by a machine translation system or128

is human-generated. This task was broadly studied129
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Figure 1: F1-score for the Machine Translation
Detection (MTD), Machine Translation Identification
(MTI) and Source Language Identification (SLI) tasks
on the Books and Europarl datasets.

in the literature with different approaches such as 130

using fixed features (Aharoni et al., 2014; Li et al., 131

2015), n-gram (Arase and Zhou, 2013; Popescu, 132

2011), coherence score (Nguyen-Son et al., 2018) 133

and similarity with round-trip translation (Nguyen- 134

Son et al., 2021). In this Section, we first want to 135

replicate results similar to the state-of-the-art on 136

our datasets. Then, we perform two experiments to 137

further explore the underlying patterns of machine- 138

translated texts. 139

For all the experiments in this section, we 140

use the following model. We train a Multilayer 141

Perceptron (Hornik et al., 1989) with a single 142

hidden layer made of 10 neurons and a BFGS 143

optimizer (Battiti and Masulli, 1990) for weights 144

optimization. Regarding the features, we compute 145

all the char n-gram with n ∈ {1, . . . , 6} and then 146

select the 2,500 more relevant n-gram according 147

to the chi-square metric (Forman et al., 2003) and 148

normalized with the SkLearn StandardScaler. 149

Figure 1 shows the results on Books and 150

Europarl datasets. We obtain a high F1-score on 151

both corpora (0.9 on Books and 0.97 on Europarl), 152

showing that our model can achieve state-of-the- 153

art comparable results in distinguishing machine- 154

translated and human-translated texts. 155

Learning from a single MTS. The next interesting 156

point we want to explore is if exists some common 157

pattern among the different MTSs that allow us 158

to detect machine-translated texts. We use only 159

samples translated by a single MTS, and the human 160

translated samples as the training set. Thus, we 161

repeat the experiment 3 times, once for each MTS. 162

Tab. 1 shows the results of this experiment for 163

the different datasets. As we can see, the models 164

achieve good results when tested on samples 165

produced by machine translators not present on 166
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Train Books Europarl

GT 0.85 0.82
MT 0.89 0.95
DL 0.84 0.94

Table 1: F1-score for Task 1 training on a single MTS
and testing on the others.

Train Books Europarl

IT 0.91 0.93
FR 0.85 0.74
ES 0.88 0.78
DE 0.73 0.81

Table 2: F1-score for Task 1 training on single language
and testing on the others.

Feature Type MTI SLI

Books Euro Books Euro
Char-gram (1-6) 318, 250 220, 593 261, 895 175, 247
Words avg 1 1 1 1
Sentence Length 1 1 1 1
Adjectives avg 1 1 1 1
Dist. Char-gram(5-8) 15, 134 12, 080 - -
Dist. Char-gram(2-8) - - 13, 897 9, 522
POS Word-gram(1-6) - - 187, 481 145, 473
TTR 1 1 - -

All 333, 389 232, 678 463, 277 330, 246

Table 3: Features used for the MTI and SLI tasks.

the training set. Interestingly, the model trained on167

MT achieves similar results to those obtained by168

training the model with the whole dataset. These169

results suggest that there is some common pattern170

among the MTSs, that the model can learn from a171

single MTS.172

Learning from a single language. Since we have173

4 different source languages in our dataset, we174

want to understand the impact they might have175

on the MTD task. In this experiment, we train176

our model using only the translation from one177

source language and test it against the sample178

produced by the other source languages and the179

human translated samples. Tab. 2 shows the F1-180

score using the different source languages. Results181

show that the model can learn machine translation182

patterns even when training only on one language,183

suggesting that these patterns are unrelated to the184

source language.185

5 Machine Translator Identification186

Results from the previous section show that there187

is a common pattern among the different MTSs188

that allow us to differentiate machine-translated189

text from humans-translated. In this section, we190

investigate if MTS translations differ enough from 191

each other to be able to identify which one has been 192

used to translate a sample. Other works show that 193

there could be potential differences between MTSs 194

without trying to attempt to detect them. (Bhardwaj 195

et al., 2020; Aharoni et al., 2014; Bizzoni et al., 196

2020) Thus, given a machine-translated text T ′, 197

our goal is to identify the MTS M that generated 198

the text T ′. We call this task Machine Translator 199

Identification (MTI). In particular, we focus on 200

the identification of the 3 MTSs used to build the 201

Books and Europarl datasets: Google Translate, 202

Microsoft Translation, and DeepL. Given the goal 203

of the task, for the following experiments, we use a 204

sub-set of Europarl and Books datasets, removing 205

from each dataset the 100 samples representing 206

the class of human translations. For this task, 207

we build an ensemble classifier. The first level 208

comprises three different classifiers: a Support 209

Vector Machine, a Logistic Regression, and a 210

Random Tree. Then, the outputs of the classifiers 211

are used as input to feed a hard voting layer 212

(SkLearn VotingClassifier) for the final prediction. 213

Tab. 3 shows the type and the number of features 214

we use to train the three classifiers at the first level 215

of our architecture. For all the n-gram type features, 216

we select only the 85% most significant using 217

SelectPercentile of SkLearn, and we standardize 218

them with the SkLearn StandardScaler. Fig 1 219

reports the F1-score for the two datasets. As we 220

can notice, our classifier performs similarly on 221

both datasets, with an F1-score of 0.89 and 0.88 222

for Books and Europarl, respectively. To better 223

understand the results, we analyze the confusion 224

matrices of the two classifications. The confusion 225

matrix of Books (Tab. 4) shows that GT is the 226

hardest MTS to identify, and its misclassified 227

samples are mostly assigned to the MT class. 228

We found a possible explanation for these errors 229

analyzing the BLUE score (Papineni et al., 2002) 230

for each pair of MTS, obtaining a value of 69 for 231

the pair GT-ML, 63 for GT-DL, and 62.9 for DL- 232

ML. The high BLEU score between GT and MT 233

shows that they have similar translations, leading 234

to an erroneous classification of the GT samples. 235

Conversely, the low similarity between the MT 236

and DL classes could lead to the high accuracy 237

we observe in our experiment. Finally, we obtain 238

similar results analyzing the confusion matrix and 239

the BLUE score for the Europarl dataset. 240
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Predicted
GT MT DL

A
ct

ua
l GT 30 6 4

MT 1 39 0
DL 0 2 38

Table 4: Confusion Matrix on Books for the MTI task.
Predicted

DE ES FR IT

A
ct

ua
l DE 25 0 5 0

ES 2 23 4 1
FR 0 2 27 1
IT 1 5 9 15

Table 5: Confusion Matrix on Books for the SLI task.
Predicted

DE ES FR IT

A
ct

ua
l DE 27 3 0 0

ES 0 24 3 3
FR 0 3 24 3
IT 0 9 1 20

Table 6: Confusion Matrix on EuroParl for the SLI task.

6 Source Language Identification241

As a final task, we propose the Source Language242

Identification (SLI). The goal of the task is, given243

a machine-translated text T ′ in a language L2,244

identify the source language L1 of the text T . For245

our experiments we consider English as L2 and246

the possible L1 languages are: Italian, French,247

Spanish or German. This task could be considered248

a variation of other tasks already studied in the249

literature. Indeed, a similar task is the Native250

Language Identification (NLI), where the goal is251

to identify the native language L1 of a person that252

writes a text in a second language L2 (La Morgia253

et al., 2019; Tetreault et al., 2013). Another similar254

task is to determine the source language of a human-255

translated text (van Halteren, 2008; Koppel and256

Ordan, 2011). Unlike the previous study, our task257

focuses on identifying the source language of a258

text that is not written or translated by a human259

but by a MTS. For this task, we use the stacking260

ensemble technique. In particular, we stacked261

an AdaBoost (Freund and Schapire, 1997) model262

with 50 LinearSVC (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) and263

a Logistic Regression (Wright, 1995) model as264

base estimators. Tab. 3 shows the type and the265

number of features we use to train the stacking266

classifier. For all the n-gram features, we select the267

top 70% according to their F-value, computed with268

the variance analysis (ANOVA) (St et al., 1989).269

Then we standardize them with a StrandardScaler.270

Fig 1 shows the F1-score of the model trained271

and tested on both our datasets. The results suggest 272

that identifying the source language detection is 273

easier on Europarl than in Books. As noted in (van 274

Halteren, 2008) a possible reason could be that 275

the Europarl dataset may contain some distinctive 276

patterns for the source language of the speaker. 277

Instead, the Books dataset covers a wide area of 278

topics and contains fewer clues about the speaker’s 279

source language. Tab. 5 and 6 show the confusion 280

matrices on the Books and Europarl dataset. The 281

most challenging source language to detect on 282

both datasets is Italian, frequently misclassified 283

as Spanish or French. German is generally better 284

identified than the other languages except for 285

French on the Books dataset, with five classification 286

errors. Indeed, German has the highest F1-score 287

among all the classes, with a value of 0.86 in 288

Books and 0.94 in Europarl. This is intuitive since 289

German is a West Germanic language while the 290

other 3 are Romance languages and have more 291

features in common (Padró and Padró, 2004). 292

7 Conclusion and future work 293

In this work, we put translated text under the 294

lens. We start evaluating the impact of MTSs 295

and source languages on the Machine Translation 296

Detection task. We find that MTSs have a common 297

pattern that can be learned by a machine learning 298

model trained with a single MTS. Moreover, the 299

source language of the text does not significantly 300

affect the performance of the task. Then, we 301

introduce two new tasks: Machine Translator 302

Identification and Source Language Identification. 303

The goal of the first task is to identify the MTS 304

that produced a translated text, while the second 305

aims to identify the source language of a machine- 306

translated text. The models we propose for both 307

the tasks achieve an average F1-score of 88.5% 308

and 78% respectively for MTI and SLI. Finally, 309

we introduce Books, a novel dataset built for 310

these tasks. Our results represent a first attempt 311

to tackle the newly presented tasks. While we 312

achieve good performance, we believe they could 313

be further improved by using more advanced 314

machine learning techniques. In our study, we 315

perform all the analyses at the document level. In 316

the future, it would be interesting to face the same 317

problem at a more challenging limit, attempting to 318

solve the tasks at the sentence level. 319
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